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1. (Twice Amended) An optical network system compr

a dalaseiv"icehub;

at least one optical tap for dividing a do^ticarn optical signal between

one ormore subscriber* ofthe optical network system;

at least one subscriber optical^crfacc connected to the optical rap for

receiving the cliiwirtream optical signal from attending upstream optical signals to the at least

one optical tap;

a User transceivM^ode disposed between fhe data service hub and the

optical tap, for communicating op^/signals to and from the data service hub and to ami from

the optical tap, and for apporio^ng bandwidth that i* shaied between groups of subscribers

connected to a respective unreal tap of the optical network system, and

i OT more optical waveguides connected between respective optical taps

and the laser Lx^rivcr node, for carrying the upstream optical signals mul ilus downstream

optical sig3inji<whereby the number ofthe waveguides is minimized while optical bandwidth for

subscribe^ uontmllable by the laser transceiver node in response iu subscriber demand use.
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(Twice Ammdetl) An optical network system comprise

a data service hub;

at leaKl one optical tap for dividing a dowpstfaim optical signal between

one or more subscribers ofthe optical network system;

at least one subscriber opticalljj*erface connected tu the optical tap for

reiving the downstream optical signal from .adding upstream optical signals to the at least

one optical tap;

a laser transceiy^node disposal between the data service hub and the at

least one subscriber optical interfafe for ocmmunicatifig optical signals to and from the data

service bub and to and Wthe optical lap, and for apportioning bandwidth that is shared

between gmup* of suba^nbers connected to a respective updual tap of the optical network

system, at least on^opncal tap bong disposed within the laser transceiver node, and

one or more optical waveguides oonneclwl between respective optical taps

and the las^ transceiver node, lot carrying the upstream optical signals and (be downstream

uplir^Ksignals, whereby the number ofthe waveguides .* minimized while optical bandwidth for

(Bcribers is controllable hy the laser transceiver node in response to subscribe- demand.

24. (Once Amended) A method for communicating optical sisals from

Hcmce provider to at least one subscriber comprising the steps of:

propagating downstream optioal signals at a sln^^dcoe* from the

data service provider;

receiving the single waveJength^^nttstrearri optical signals in a lascr

tronsceiver node from the data service provider;

dividing the downspetfm Signals between preassigiied multiplexors in the

loser transceiver node;

appotfconuif; bandwidth between subscribers in the laser transceiver node;

iwlli|ilexing the downstream signals at the preassigned multiplexers; aurl

propagating respective uomhinod downstream optical signals at a single

wavdoiulli'to at least one subscriber via at least one optical tap along at least one optical

wavatfnide.
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5>^pj^* 36. (Once Amended) The method of claim 24, further compriMng^a^tep"^

converting downstream signals by modulating at least one of Fabry-Pgifcrtaserc, distributed

feedback lasers, and vertical cavity surface emitting lasers(yGSECs) to generate downstream

optical signals.

38. (One£-Aatf£nded) The method of claim 24, wherein the step of dividing the

downstream si&itfls further comprises the substep of using a time division multiplex protocol to

dividejke downstream signals between preassigned multiplexers.
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